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Juliana Byzyka, Ph.D. 1; Mujib Rahman, Ph.D. 2; and Denis Albert Chamberlain, Ph.D. 3

Abstract: Traditional repair methods tend to suffer from inadequate net interface heating because the combined effect of placing hot fill mix
in a cold, old pavement leads to inadequate net temperature levels. The outcome of this is low durability and limited life. In contrast, the
outcome of placing hot mix in a controlled, preheated host pavement is substantial increased working life. To understand repair heating, this
study ran heat transfer finite-element models for the cases of (1) hot mix asphalt (HMA) placed in an ambient temperature pothole, (2) the
heated pothole recess, and (3) HMA placed in the preheated pothole recess. The air–pavement–heater system model comprises a host pavement with two pothole repairs or, in the case of the second thermal model, with one empty pothole excavation, and an infrared heating element
plate. For calibration purposes, experimental work of simulated repairs undertaken in previous research was used. The air–pavement–heater
system setup followed an optimum pothole preheating method also determined in previous research. Thermal models were validated with
previous experimental work. It was concluded that the models generate reasonable transient temperature profiles within the dynamically
heated pothole excavation, at the interface of the repairs, and inside the host pavement. DOI: 10.1061/JPEODX.0000156. This work is made
available under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

Introduction
Potholes are one of the most common and severe deteriorations in
asphalt pavements and considerably decrease the quality of road
conditions. Water and repeated traffic loading are two main factors
that accelerate their development. Water permeates through cracks
in the asphalt pavement and weakens the cohesive and adhesive
bonds of the asphalt matrix under the action of wheel-induced pressure, leading gradually to cracking and raveling and on to the
formation of potholes. Furthermore, potholes are considerably increased during the frost and freeze cycles (Lesueur and Youtcheff
2014; Adlinge and Gupta 2013). Cold or hot asphalt mixtures
are used to repair potholes (Thom 2008; Advanced Asphalt
Technologies, LLC 2011), and common repair methods are pothole
filling and patching (Lavin 2003). One of the main failures in
patching is interface debonding (Prowell and Franklin 1996), which
is caused by uncontrolled pothole repair practices (Byzyka et al.
2017b) that do not respect the thermal characteristics of asphalt.
To increase pothole repair performance and durability, ongoing
research suggests preheating the pothole excavation prior to repair
using infrared heat. The use and effectiveness of infrared and microwave technology in asphalt repair has been studied by Kandhal
and Rao (1994), Clyne et al. (2010), Uzarowski et al. (2011),
Williams (2011), Freeman and Epps (2012), Nazzal et al. (2014),
and Huang et al. (2016). These studies acknowledge that preheating
of the old pavement prior to repair increases the density of the
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mixture in the repair interface and its adhesion. However, the effect
of asphalt’s thermophysical properties in repair bonding with the
host pavement during static and dynamic repairs has not been reported. Heat flow in asphalt pavement under infrared heat and during repair activity has also not been reported. In this paper, both of
these shortcomings are addressed and three repair approaches are
investigated using finite-element modeling (FEM).
FEM has been used to simulate temperature distribution in
asphalt pavement under a variety of weather conditions, and it
has also been used to simulate vehicle load interaction with asphalt
pavement (Hadi and Bodhinayake 2003; Hermansson 2004;
Akbulut and Aslantas 2005; Minhoto et al. 2005; Yang and Liu
2007; Melaku and Qiu 2015; Li et al. 2018; Han et al. 2018). However, with the exception of Rahman et al. (2013), which presents a
preliminary three-dimensional finite-element (FE) repair model, no
other studies were found to conduct an FE analysis of pothole repair. Thus, the models reported in this study are necessary because
(1) there is currently no such simulation that investigates heat flow
in asphalt pothole repair, which could help to overcome the issue of
cool repair boundaries; (2) the models could be used in the future to
calibrate infrared heaters and to help optimize the use of heaters in
asphalt repair under a variety of environmental conditions, repair
conditions, repair geometry, and asphalt properties; and (3) the
initial development of the static repair model followed by the
dynamically heated pothole excavation model helped the authors
to build the dynamically heated repair model. The aim is for
these simulation models to become part of an integrated repair
guideline starting with recognizing the pavement distress on site
and progressing to its repair with infrared heat. This is shown
in Fig. 1. The objective of this research is to develop a transient
thermal parametric hot mix asphalt (HMA) repair model with
appropriate parametric options and calibrate the model against an
experimental study.
Further, the collection of experimental temperature profiles in
static and dynamic repair interfaces and the environmental and other
conditions used in this work are described in a previous study
(Byzyka et al. 2018a) and were used to validate the respective thermal
models and build them accordingly. The thermophysical properties of
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In situ preparation prior to repair

Recognition of asphalt
pavement distress

Measurement of thermal
conductivity (k) in situ

Calibration of asphalt repair finite element model
with density and thermal properties of asphalt

Finite element model output
In situ preparation and repair

Acceptable temperature profile
and heating time for the repair

Application of established pre-heating
on site and completion of repair

Calibration of infrared heater with
finite element model output

Fig. 1. Integrated asphalt pavement repair.

asphalt mixtures measured from this previous study were input into
the models. A similar method from Byzyka et al. (2018b) was
followed for the dynamically heated pothole excavation.

Definitions

Materials and Properties

This paper presents three asphalt thermal models, which are defined
as follows:
• Static repair: common practice nonheated repair where heat
flows from the new HMA to the cold host pavement;
• Dynamically heated pothole excavation: excavated and clean
pothole preheated with infrared heat in heating (heater on)–
cooling (heater off) cycles prior to filling with new HMA and
compaction; and
• Dynamic repair: preheated repair with dynamic heating prior to
filling with new HMA and compaction.

Presented Models
Static and dynamic repair models and a dynamically heated pothole
excavation model are presented in this paper. The models simulate
temperature distribution in the repair interfaces and on the faces of a
pothole excavation under the application of dynamic heating. These
simulations were developed using ANSYS software (ANSYS
Workbench 2019). A preliminary version of the dynamically heated
pothole excavation is published in Byzyka et al. (2017a) but has since
undergone significant alterations and improvements. These improvements were applied to all models. Specifically, the thermal and physical properties of the asphalt mixtures were measured in the laboratory
© ASCE

and used to calibrate the models. The thermal contact in the repair
activities was simulated using thermal contact conductance (TCC). In
addition, this paper includes experimental validation of all models,
involving a total of 37 temperature point measurements.

Three geometries were designed for the simulations: a host asphalt
pavement, a pothole fill, and a heating element plate of an experimental infrared heater presented in Byzyka et al. (2017a). The simulated asphalt mixtures were dense graded mixtures with 20-mm
maximum aggregate size [commonly known as 20-mm dense bitumen macadam (DBM)] for the host pavement and 6-mm maximum
aggregate size [commonly known as asphalt concrete (AC) 6] for
the repairs. The investigated density, thermal conductivity, and
specific heat capacity of these mixtures were input into the simulations. The thermal conductivity of the mixtures was measured using the transient line method in accordance with Chadbourn et al.
(1996) and ASTM (2014) at test temperatures of 19°C, 65°C, and
80°C. Then, specific heat capacity was calculated using Eq. (1)
(Hassn et al. 2016). The heater plate properties were taken from
the literature (Resistalloy Trading Ltd. 2016). The material properties and parameters for each model are shown in the respective subsequent sections. Eq. (1) is as follows:
cP ¼

1
ðm
·c
þ mbitumen · cbitumen Þ
mtotal aggregate aggregate

ð1Þ

where cp = specific heat capacity (J=kg K); m = mass of each
material (kg); and c = specific heat capacity of each material
(J=kg K).
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of the pavement represents the two top layers of a multilayered
asphalt pavement designated as surface and binder courses. This
two-layered asphalt pavement was idealized in the simulation as
homogeneous, continuous, and semi-infinite in the horizontal and
vertical directions. The depth of surface and binder courses usually
range between 20 and 50 mm and between 50 and 100 mm, respectively (Thom 2008), which justifies the chosen 100-mm depth of
the pavement.
Thermal Analysis

Fig. 2. Static repair three-dimensional geometrical modeling. SF =
surface; and RI = repair interface.

Static Repair Model
Model Generation
The model comprises a host pavement 695 × 695 × 100 mm with
two pothole excavations 305 × 165 × 45 mm and a pothole fill of
similar dimensions to the pothole excavation (Fig. 2). The geometry

Steady-state thermal analysis was used to apply body temperatures
and initial air temperature followed by transient thermal analysis
to simulate the thermal relationship between the pavement and the
pothole repair. Heat energy and radiation exchange between the
air and the pavement in the simulation model were defined by
applying convection at SF1–SF7 and radiation at SF1 and SF2,
respectively (Fig. 2).
Heat conduction at the bonded repair interface was defined by
the TCC. TCC is the reciprocal of thermal contact resistance (TCR)
and therefore determines the resistance to pavement/repair thermal
conduction per unit area at the repair interface (Thompson and
Thompson 2007). TCC in the repair activity is influenced by many
factors such as contact pressure, interface temperature, heat flow
direction, surface oxidation, compaction load cycling, surface
cleanliness, surface roughness, surface contact spots, and interstitial zones (Somé et al. 2013; Dou et al. 2016; Frekers et al. 2017).
Therefore, TCC plays a significant role in simulating the heat flow
and bonding in the repair interfaces.
In this study, the TCC for the vertical repair interfaces was calculated as explained in Straube (2003) for an enclosure assembly.
First, the TCC of each asphalt layer of the pavement-repair
assembly was calculated using Eq. (2). Then, the TCR of each layer
was calculated using Eq. (3). Subsequently, the sum of the individual TCRs was found and used in Eq. (4) to calculate the individual

Table 1. Static repair model parameters
Model for prediction of temperatures at the
vertical repair interfaces

Parameters
Air temperature
Pavement temperature prior to repair
Precompaction repair mix temperature
Density of pavement geometry
Thermal conductivity of pavement geometry

Specific heat capacity of pavement geometry
Density of repair geometry
Thermal conductivity of repair geometry

Specific heat capacity of repair geometry
Convection film coefficient at surfaces SF1–SF7
Asphalt emissivity (Hermansson 2001)
Air–pavement–repair heat flow
Pavement repair heat flow
TCC

Mesh
Total elements
Analysis time
© ASCE

21.5°C
25.54°C
99.73°C
2,150 kg=m3
19°C∶ 1.330 W=m · K
65°C∶ 1.183 W=m · K
80°C∶ 0.853 W=m · K
865.44 J=kg · K
2,230 kg=m3
19°C∶ 1.506 W=m K
65°C∶ 1.255 W=m K
80°C∶ 0.937 W=m K
899.46 J=kg · K
5 W=m2
0.9
Convection applied at SF1–SF7; radiation
applied at SF1 and SF2 (Fig. 2).
Radiation applied at RI1–RI5 (Fig. 2)
RI1∶ 2.86 W=m2 · K; RI2∶ 5.64 W=m2 · K;
RI3∶ 2.86 W=m2 · K; RI4∶ 4.02 W=m2 · K;
RI5∶300 W=m2 · K
Tetrahedrons with midside element nodes
134,487
480 s
04020029-3
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Model for prediction of temperatures at the
bottom repair interface
20.05°C
20.48°C
95.70°C
2,150 kg=m3
19°C∶ 1.330 W=m · K
65°C∶ 1.183 W=m · K
80°C∶ 0.853 W=m · K
865.44 J=kg · K
2,230 kg=m3
19°C∶ 1.625 W=m K
65°C∶ 1.296 W=m K
80°C∶ 0.963 W=m K
899.46 J=kg · K
5 W=m2
0.9
Convection applied at SF1–SF7; radiation
applied at SF1 and SF2 (Fig. 2).
Radiation applied at RI1–RI5 (Fig. 2)
RI1∶ 2.86 W=m2 · K; RI2∶ 5.64 W=m2 · K;
RI3∶ 2.86 W=m2 · K; RI4∶4.02 W=m2 · K;
RI5∶ 300 W=m2 · K
Tetrahedrons with midside element nodes
134,487
445 s
J. Transp. Eng., Part B: Pavements

TCC of the four repair interfaces (R11–R14) of the assembly. The
equations are as follows:
TCC ¼

k
t

ð2Þ
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where TCC is expressed in W=m2 · K; k = thermal conductivity
(W=m · K); and t = thickness (m), and
TCR ¼

1
TCC

ð3Þ

TCC ¼

1
TCR

ð4Þ

In addition, the TCC for the bottom repair interface was not calculated but altered until the simulated interlayer temperatures
showed no change. This was done because during the compaction
of the pothole repair, the contact pressure at the bottom of the repair
is expected to be higher than at the sides of the repair. High contact
pressure at the interface means high contact conductance but low
contact resistance. Table 1 gives the individual TCC of the repair
interfaces of the model.
Convergence Study
To ensure a representative model, a mesh convergence test was performed. For the mesh, a finer element size was adopted for the external surfaces of the pothole excavation in the pavement geometry
and the repair mixture geometry. The final mesh elements number
134,487. The simulation was run for 480 s of heat transfer, the time
taken to place the asphalt mixture in the pothole excavation, evenly
spreading and compacting it. Temperatures occurring at the vertical
and bottom repair interfaces for the validation of the model were
measured for different host pavements and repairs, for different
material and air temperatures. Since these parameters were expected to affect the distribution of temperatures in the simulations,
two static repair simulation models were similarly developed. The
model parameters are presented in Table 1.

Dynamically Heated Pothole Excavation
Model Generation
The model consists of a host pavement 695 × 695 × 100 mm with
a pothole excavation 305 × 165 × 45 mm and a heating element
plate 455 × 165 × 10 mm (Fig. 3). According to the optimum
pre-heating method based on previous work (Byzyka et al.
2018b) and mentioned in the “Introduction,” the heater is stationary
above the pothole excavation and offset at 230 mm, heat is applied
in heating–cooling cycles, and the heater operates with 6.6-kW
heating power for the heating part of the cycles. This dynamic heating is applied for 615 s and is described in the subsequent sections.
To simulate the operation of the heater, the heating element plate
geometry was designed with 12 bonded three-dimensional sections
(S1–S12) (Fig. 3). Temperatures from each section were measured
in the laboratory and input at the bottom surface of the simulation
geometries S1–S12. The heating element plate of the actual heater
is a continuous plate. However, its division in the simulation model
helped to better correlate the temperature nonlinearity and unevenness between S1 and S12 when operating at 6.6-kW heat power. To
simulate the application of infrared heat from the heater to the pothole excavation, radiation was applied at the faces of the excavation, at the pavement top surface, and on the bottom faces of the
heating element plate.
© ASCE

Fig. 3. Dynamically heated pothole excavation model: (a) temperature
distribution on heating element plate for Sections S1–S12; and
(b) three-dimensional geometrical modeling. SF = surface; and RI =
repair interface.

Thermal Analysis
Steady-state and transient analysis were used to build this model,
with a convected air temperature of 22.3°C applied at surfaces
SF8–SF13. Convection at air temperatures of 120°C, 160°C, and
180°C were applied at the bottom of the pothole excavation (SF18)
and at faces SF15–SF17 and SF14–SF16, respectively [Fig. 3(b)].
This was done to provide close correlation between simulated and
measured temperatures under infrared heat. The main issue is that
the vertical faces of the excavation are not as exposed to the heater
plate as the bottom face. This means that the temperatures of the
vertical faces as calculated by the simulation could possibly be
lower than temperatures measured in the repairs performed in the
laboratory. This may happen because the surface-to-surface radiation algorithm used by ANSYS software incorporates view factor
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calculations, which take into account how much radiative heat can
be transmitted to the surfaces defined within an enclosure. Further,
in practice, due to the presence of convection, it is likely that the
vertical surfaces of the pothole will be heated due to their proximity
to the base of the excavation and the heat being convected from that
surface.

in Byzyka et al. (2017a) but has since undergone refinements to
capture the precise distribution of plate temperatures. These alterations are the number of temperature sampling points, the temperature probe used for the measurements, and the time duration of
the measurements. The plate temperatures measured in the laboratory experiment [Fig. 3(a)] were input into the dynamically heated
pothole excavation and dynamic repair models.
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Convergence Study
A mesh convergence test was also performed. For the mesh, a finer
element size was adopted for the faces of the pothole excavation in
the pavement geometry and on the bottom faces of the heating
element plate. The final mesh elements number 52,967. The simulation was run for 615 s according to the optimum laboratory heating method previously described. The model parameters are given
in Table 2.
Experimental Procedure for Measuring Temperatures
on a Heating Element Plate
Temperatures were measured at 36 temperature sampling points on
the heating element plate using a 1.5-m long insulated thermocouple probe connected to a data logger. The probe is capable of measuring temperatures up to 1,335°C (accuracy 1.1°C or 0.4%,
whichever is greater). Temperatures were measured for a duration
of 615 s of dynamic heating with the heater set at 6.6-kW heat
power. The ambient temperature ranged between 18°C and 22°C.
A preliminary version of this experimental method was published

Dynamic Repair Model
This model was built combining the static repair and the dynamically heated pothole excavation models (Fig. 4). Therefore, the
design of the geometries, the position of the heater above the pavement, the material properties, and the simulation model parameters
are identical. The difference is in the repair mixture temperature
and simulation time. The simulation built to validate temperatures
at the vertical repair interfaces was run for 1,095 s in total (615 s
preheating of pothole excavation þ480 s dynamic repair simulation time). The simulation built to validate temperatures at the bottom repair interface was run for 1,054 s (615 s preheating of pothole
excavation þ439 s dynamic repair simulation time).
In the simulations, the elements of the dynamic pothole repair
geometry were set to an extremely soft stiffness for 615 s to allow
excavation preheating to take place without any interaction with the
repair geometry. The stiffness was then restored at the end of the
preheating period for 480 or 439 s, depending on the simulation run
at the time. The initial temperatures of the repair mixtures for these
simulations were set at 107°C and 98.3°C, respectively. The final
mesh elements number 432,382.

Table 2. Model parameters for dynamically heated pothole excavation
Parameters
Air temperature
Pavement temperature prior to heating
Heating element plate temperature prior to
heater operation
Density of pavement geometry
Thermal conductivity of pavement
geometry
Specific heat capacity of pavement
geometry
Density of heating element plate
(Resistalloy Trading Ltd. 2016)
Thermal conductivity of heating element
plate (Resistalloy Trading Ltd. 2016)
Specific heat capacity of heating element
plate (Resistalloy Trading Ltd. 2016)
Convection film coefficient at SF8–SF18
Asphalt emissivity (Hermansson 2001)
Heating element plate emissivity
Air–pavement–heater heat flow

Pothole excavation heat flow

Mesh
Total elements
Analysis time
© ASCE

Values

Results

22.3°C
19.86°C
18.89°C

Static Repair Model
Fig. 5 shows the temperature profile over time at 11 sampling
points at the interfaces of a 45-mm deep static repair. Simulated
temperatures are compared against temperatures measured in laboratory experiments. Thermocouples T1–T6 show temperatures in
the vertical sides middepth of the repair for a simulated and experimental repair time of 480 s. Thermocouples T7–T11 show temperatures at the corners and bottom of the repair for a simulated and
experimental repair time of 445 s. The exact positions of the thermocouples are determined by previous work (Byzyka et al. 2018a),
as stated in the “Introduction.” The data used to validate the static

2,150 kg=m3
19°C∶ 1.330 W=m · K
65°C∶ 1.183 W=m · K
80°C∶ 0.853 W=m · K
865.44 J=kg · K
7,220 kg=m3
20°C: 16
460 J=kg · K
5 W=m2
0.9
0.9
Convection at 22.3°C
applied at SF8–SF13
Radiation applied at SF8
Convection at 120°C applied
at SF18
Convection at 160°C applied
at SF15 and SF17
Convection at 180°C applied
at SF14 and SF16
Radiation applied at SF14–
SF18
Tetrahedrons with midside
element nodes
52,967
615 s

Heating
element plate

Static repair
Dynamic repair

Host pavement

Fig. 4. Dynamic repair three-dimensional geometrical modeling.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated and measured temperatures at the interfaces of static repair.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of simulated and measured temperatures at the faces of dynamically heated pothole excavation.

repair model were taken from one laboratory repair procedure for
each thermocouple group, although six repetitions were performed
in the laboratory for each temperature sampling point. However,
this was done because the experimental study concluded that temperatures were similarly increased for repairs conducted when air
© ASCE

and host pavement temperatures ranged from 17°C to 22°C and
from 17°C to 26°C, respectively. The same air and pavement temperatures were used in the simulation.
The results showed that at T1–T6 there was on average 94.53%,
95.52%, 95.62%, 91.83%, 95.52%, and 95.07% correlation,
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Fig. 7. Comparison of simulated and measured temperatures inside the host pavement of dynamically heated pothole excavation.

respectively, between measured and simulated temperatures. The
highest temperature differences were observed at T7 and T11, which
were located at two corners at the bottom of the repair. In these
locations, correlations of 67.50% and 75.97% between simulated
and test data were observed. Temperature prediction improved
for T8–T10, located at midbottom areas of the repair interface,
© ASCE

where simulated temperatures agreed, on average, with the test temperatures by 86.51%, 86.23%, and 83.00%, respectively. Also at
these locations (T8–T10), an error was observed for the first
10 s of the simulation. Specifically, recorded temperatures increased
rapidly from approximately 21°C to 55°C, whereas laboratory
temperatures measured at the same locations increased from
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Fig. 8. Comparison of simulated and measured temperatures at the interfaces of dynamic repair.
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approximately 20°C to 27°C. For this reason, no correlation of data
is included in Fig. 5 for T8–T10 for the first 10 s of simulation time.
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Dynamically Heated Pothole Excavation Model
The results and validation of this model are presented in Figs. 6
and 7. In these figures, the characterization and locations of the
thermocouples follow that of the experimental work. In Fig. 6,
estimated temperatures at eight locations in the pothole excavation
are compared against laboratory measurements. Considering the
three-dimensional view of the model in Fig. 3, T26 and T27 are
located at the midbottom and the bottom corner of the cavity, respectively. Thermocouples T28–T31 are located at the middle of
each vertical excavation face, and T32 and T33 are located at midtop points of the cavity. In Fig. 7, seven more sampling points are
presented. They were used to validate simulated temperatures at
points located inside and across the depth of the host pavement
at a distance from the excavation’s long and short faces of
20  5 mm and 30  13 mm, respectively.
Simulated temperatures at T26 and T28–T33 reached an average
agreement of 83.29%, 86.51%, 77.53%, 87.71%, 75.85%, 81.93%,
and 80.52%, respectively, with the measured temperatures. A lower
correlation was observed for T27, with simulated temperatures
matching test data by only 59.63% on average. The figure improves
for temperatures predicted at locations inside the host pavement
during the dynamic heating of the pothole excavation. Specifically,
on average, at T1 and T3–T7 correlations of 89.59%, 97.15%,
88.40%, 91.45%, 99.15%, and 91.88%, respectively, were observed. The lowest agreement (69.60%) between simulation and
experimental work was seen at T2.
Dynamic Repair Model
This model simulates temperatures over time at the interfaces of
a 45-mm deep repair that was dynamically heated prior to fill
and compaction. The results are shown in Fig. 8. Thermocouples
T1–T6 show temperatures at the vertical sides mid-depth of the repair for a simulated and experimental repair time of 1,095 s. Thermocouples T7–T11 show temperatures at the corners and bottom of
the repair for a simulated and experimental repair time of 1,054 s.
In comparison to the static repair model, this model has a low correlation between simulated and measured temperatures because the
simulated temperatures at the repair interfaces are to some degree
affected by the temperatures achieved during the preheating of the
excavation. Therefore, for T1–T6 for the first 30 s of repair time,
there was an overall average agreement of 40.77%. This figure
almost doubled for the repair time between 40 and 480 s and
was equal to 64.92%. However, the bottom temperatures measured
at Thermocouples T8–T10 had correlations of 95.70%, 91.36%,
and 94.34%. The model fails to accurately simulate bottom corner
temperatures where, for T7 and T11, agreements of 34.65% and
44.96%, respectively, were seen.

Conclusions
Three simulation models were presented in this study. The pothole
repair models and the heated excavation model were a representation of experimental work conducted by the authors. All models
were validated and calibrated by the authors’ experimental work
(Byzyka et al. 2017a, 2018a, b) and form a platform for the future
development of an integrated repair guideline beginning with the
excavation of pavement distress and culminating in its repair
with infrared heat (Fig. 1). This study produced the following
conclusions:
© ASCE

• The results of the model validation are promising, and good correlation was found for most investigated temperature sampling
points located at the repair interfaces, at the faces of the empty
pothole excavations, and inside the host pavement.
• The lowest agreement between measured and simulated temperatures was seen in the dynamic repair model, mainly at the
vertical faces of the repair. This is because the simulated temperatures were affected by the dynamically heated pothole
excavation, where the lowest agreement between measured
and simulated temperatures was also seen at the vertical faces
of the excavation.
• TCC plays an important role in simulating heat flow at the repair
interface, and view factor significantly affects simulation of
temperatures at faces subjected to radiation. TCC is the reciprocal of thermal contact resistance, and its effect on the repair
interface temperatures was also underlined in this paper.
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